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Direct pictorial inspiration



Diffusion in  a bounded domain (interval, disc, sphere) with absorption (killing) at the 
boundary.    Inventory:  first passage time,  mean FPT,  survival probability and  its
asymptotic decay.     How to make survival longer,   ultimately eternal ?

Survival probability

Interval with absorbing ends – directly from Redner’s book



Brownian motion (diffusion)            +                    fear =            long term   survival due to  conditioning
in a bounded domain (conditioning)                            (what that conditioned BM actually is ?),
with absorbing boundaries Genuine random motion in a trap !  

Some related hints (how to increase the survival probability in a  bounded domain)

S. Redner, P. L. Krapivsky: „ Life and death at the  edge of a  windy cliff” (1996)
(diffusing agent dies while reaching the edge,  being subject to the strong „wind shear” )

P.L. Krapivsky, S. Redner, „Life and death in the cage and at the edge of the cliff” (1999); („diffusing
prisoner”, expanding cage)

Enforcing the long term survival (against the odds, taboo)

M. Li, N. D. Pearson, A. M. Poteshman, „Conditional estimation of diffusion processes”, J. Financial 
Economics 74, (2004, 31-66;  „time series of interest rate data, conditioned to remain between upper
and lower boundaries”  



Recently, Agranov et al. considered the case where diffusing (dense gas of)  particles, contained in a 
d-dimensional box, are absorbed when they reach the boundaries. In particular, they investigated,
using macroscopic fluctuation theory, the probability that no particle is absorbed during a time T 
and addressed an issue of   large T.

„A special feature of Monte Carlo updating procedures is the direction of the average movements of 
the particles. In the red-marked case they are moving away from the edges, towards the centre, while 
in the other average jumps are directed towards the edges.”

Compare e.g.  H. Risken’s BM in a trap

gradient (forward drift !) field,  



Interval with absorbing ends,  told anew



Conditioning – towards taboo processes





Visualization of the  interval as a permanent trap  for random motion:    
left, probability density,    right the forward F-P eq.   drift b(x)

More abstract setting:  eigenfunction expansions on the interval and on the disk





Back to the cliffy island (disk)   with a fearful Brownian agent

We know explicitly the spectral solution for the disk





Visualization of the  disk (cliffy island)  as a permanent 
trap  for random motion:      left - probability density,    
right - the forward Fokker-Planck  equation drift b(x)



General approach to stochastic processes with killing:                                                
towards an eternal life-time (suppression of  killing means conditioning)     





Conditioning: 



About time rates to equilibrium in  a trap (model independent statement)

Universal features

We denote: 

We employ an estimate valid for t>1

The universal time rate formula !

Asymptotic

involves the energy gap  and the probability density



About a semigroup transcript of the  Fokker-Planck dynamics

Langevin equation

Fokker-Planck equation

Multiplicative decomposition

Implies the semigroup evolution

corresponds to the zero eigenvalue of 

and we have

FPE  can be  rewritten:

With an asymptotic stationary density



How to handle absorption (i.e. to suppress killing)  in case of the Brownian
motion on a line with a single  barrier ? 

Back to conditioning and  infinite life-times





Links   with Bessel processes



Thank you for attention

Out of time comments



(Safe)    „Walk on the cliff”  – Claude Monet


